Department Vision and Mission
Vision
To help in making the institute in providing
competitive engineering education to the learner and bring out
quality professionals in the field of Electronics and communication
engineering, who can meet the industrial needs by taking up existing,
new engineering and social challenges.

Mission
To provide quality and effective training program in
the domain of Electronics and Communication Engineering through
curriculum, state of art laboratories, industrial collaborative
programs, effective learning and teaching process.

Program Educational Objectives
P1. Develop strong foundation in Electronics and Communication
Engineering to achieve the needs of industry with continuous skill
improvement of faculty and students.
P2. Contribute to society in solving technical problems using
electronic and communication principles, tools, practices and Team
work.
P3. Personally encourage peers to uphold to professional, ethical,
social, environmental responsibilities of their profession.

Paper electronics could make health care more accessible
Flexible electronic sensors based on paper --

The researchers developed a system for printing a

an inexpensive material -- have the potential to cut

pattern of silver ink on paper within a few minutes

the price of a wide range of medical tools, from

and then hardening it with the light of a camera

helpful robots to diagnostic tests. Scientists have

flash. The resulting device responded to touch even

now developed a fast, low-cost way of making these

when curved, folded and unfolded 15 times, and

sensors by directly printing conductive ink on paper.

rolled and unrolled 5,000 times. The team concluded

They published their advance in the journal ACS

their durable, lightweight sensor could serve as the

Applied Materials & Interfaces.

basis for many useful applications.
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Anming Hu and colleagues point out that because
paper is available worldwide at low cost, it makes
an excellent surface for lightweight, foldable
electronics that could be made and used nearly
anywhere. Scientists have already fabricated paperbased point-of-care diagnostic tests and portable
DNA detectors. But these require complicated and
expensive manufacturing techniques. Silver nano
wire ink, which is highly conductive and stable,
offers a more practical solution. Hu's team wanted to
develop a way to print it directly on paper to make a
sensor that could respond to touch or specific
molecules, such as glucose.

PCB based system brings increased flexibility to satellite test systems
Operating sophisticated electronic equipment

Have more than one dedicated rack and there may

in any harsh environment carries huge demands in

be several subsystems for each of these aspects. . All

terms of quality and reliability. Moreover, a

these challenges may be surmountable, but the

satellite's viability is influenced directly by its

compounding factor is increased complexity; the

ability to operate without fault when in service —

number of physical connections that needs to be

which can be anywhere up to 20 years, or longer.

made between the unit under test and the test

Preparing a satellite for operation in

equipment continues to rise, as does the number of

space, therefore, offers no room for error, so the test

connections needed within the test racks. Physically,

and verification of a satellite prior to lift off must be

manufacturers are running out

thorough, exhaustive and – wherever possible –

implement the necessary level of interconnection

conclusive. Satellite technology remains a specialist

using conventional cabling.

of space

to

area for these reasons.
CHALLENGE
Because testing is a critical part of the production
cycle, factoring in the resources required is
essential. The problems arise, however, when those
resources begin to dominate the timescale and
budget. This is increasingly the case with satellite
technology; as complexity increases, so do the
demands on the equipment need to verify those
systems. The problem is compounded by the fact
that, typically, every satellite is different from the

SOLUTION

power, communications and payload points of view.

Following a period of discussion, Siemens CVC

This means the test equipment is also bespoke

took a strategic decision to explore an alternative

(specified).

solution to using wire harnesses for distributing
signals around test racks. With demand from the

Once a piece of equipment is flight qualified, it
won't be changed without good reason. The
established method for implementing these bespoke
test solutions is to use multiple 19in racks for each
major (sub) system – the RF communications,
power supply system and payload would typically

European Space Agency for a satellite test solution,
Siemens CVC took the decisions to meet that need
USING PCBs as the main interconnection method.
As the system would also be carrying significant
levels of power, it was necessary to provide
sufficient air flow for cooling purposes. For this
reason, the Vienna based design team decided to

construct a three sided solution using two innovative
'side planes', each of which would be used to route
2500 signal traces and 300 power traces (carrying
up to 12A). The side planes would be connected
using a smaller backplane and flexible PCBs. This
arrangement

would

maintain

a

level

Choosing
the
right
A/D
converter architecture and IP to
meet the latest high speed
wireless standards

of

In an RF system, the RF block interfaces

configurability whilst maximizing air flow through

with the antenna, and down-converts the RF signal

the rack.

to a baseband analogue signal. This article focuses
on

the

analogue

front

end

(AFE)

block.

The AFE block is the critical bridge connecting RF
sensor signal output to a digital application
processor. However, ensuring the AFE block
delivers the performance and low power required by
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the end application can be a formidable task.
Wireless system designers are increasingly adopting
the IEEE802.11ac/d and Long-Term EvolutionAdvanced (LTE-A) standards. . IEEE802.11ac/d,
the fifth generation WLAN standard, supports data
rates of up to 6.93Gbit/s. LTE-A, meanwhile, is the
fourth generation wireless communication standard.
Its maximum channel bandwidth is 20MHz, and it
uses techniques like OFDM and MIMO to achieve
peak data rates of 300Mbit/s.

RF systems:
When defining an RF system, the system
architect will typically start with the protocols they
wish to target, after which the designer can
determine the AFE's specifications. The bandwidth
of the baseband signal plays a primary role in
determining the A/D converter's sampling rate.
According to Nyquist, the A/D's sample rate should
be more than twice the bandwidth of the baseband
signal, in order to avoid any information loss during

is collected, the data sets from which it is collected,

scratch, a digital exchange and all the techniques

how it is transported and how data will be

and technologies to create the machine to machine

transported in the future.

digital exchange and pass through a whole iteration
of use cases." Another area that will depend on the

Equally, it looks at how data is

electronics industry will come through the labs and

integrated, visualized and used. Moreover it looks at

demonstrators,

as

the techniques and technologies that this value chain

innovation often takes place without reference to the

uses or needs and the products and services that

next generation of connectivity. Data innovators in

could be created. But, Crockett admitted, this was

the UK really need to understand how they can use

still too broad. "We are talking about a very large,

next

global, fast moving, changing sector, so we had to

performance for their innovation. You need both

narrow it down further; pick a few areas in which

parts working to maximize things, so we are looking

we could make a difference, as opposed to

at building demonstrators and labs at our Centre

skimming lots of things." "These are things that

here in London where people can come to

industry wasn't going to overcome quickly enough.

experience

So we are trying to find and remove obstacles that

connectivity."

generation

and

Crockett

explained.

connectivity

work

with

to

next

are stopping lots and lots of people innovating and
getting ideas to market." These four areas are
summarized as: reducing licensing friction; building
diverse data and content sets; personal data, trust
and privacy; and building labs and demonstrators.
Reducing licensing friction is potentially a huge
benefit to design engineers. "The copyright laws, at
the moment, are so long winded and difficult that it
is stifling creativity," said Crockett. "It means
people often 'bootleg' it or give up; either way is not
good. But if you made it automated, simpler and
quick, you could take the friction out of it and
unlock

the

creativity."

A prominent factor in resolving this
will be the Copyright Hub. Crockett described the
operation. "It has a team working with an
organization representing the rights holders in
industry. We are developing, pretty much from
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get

"Data

better

generation

display

and

knobs/buttons,”

ChinmayAnandMisra,

certified

says
LabVIEW

developer, technical marketing engineer, National

Data is everywhere, but how can
it be useful?

Instruments. He adds, “Because of these multiple

Whilst the other Catapults are vertical, the

redundant components, the instruments take up a lot

first notable thing about the Connected Digital

of space, increase the cost of the set-up, and are in

Economy Catapult is that it is inherently horizontal.

general cumbersome to work with if multiple of

CEO Neil Crockett commented: "We have our own

them

time.”

sector focus, which is everything from digital

voice-controlled

creative right the way through to silicon chips. But

are

used

Cloud-connected

at

and

a

we also underline all the other Catapults; they are all

instruments

becoming digital in what they are doing, so I guess
transferring data

we are probably the widest Catapult of them all."

between their devices using USB drives or a

Having only received its funding in September

network, but now it possible to do so with cloud

2013, Connected Digital Economy is one of the

technologies. Besides storing files in the cloud,

latest Catapults to come on line and, so far, has just

some services host full applications in the cloud.

nine projects underway. Underlining Crockett's

“Instrumentation that incorporates network and

point about its horizontal nature, most of these early

cloud connectivity could provide these same

projects are being conducted in conjunction with

benefits to engineers. Both the data and user

other Catapults.

Engineers

have

been

interface could be accessed by multiple engineers
from anywhere in the world,” says Misra. He adds,
“When debugging an issue with a colleague who is
off site, rather than only sharing a static screenshot,
engineers could interact with the instrument in real
time to

better understand the issue. Cloud

technologies could greatly improve an engineering
team’s efficiency and productivity.”

But the amorphous nature of the 'digital economy'
means the sector is difficult to define in its own
right. "If you want to do something meaningful, you
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have got to narrow that down and focus," said
Crockett. The initial focus is on the data value chain
within the digital economy. This covered how data

sampling. Other important factors include receiver

block and low impedance to the A/D. It can also be

sensitivity, adjacent channel rejection and noise

used to set the A/D's common mode, regardless of

figure. The A/D typically consumes most of the

the common mode voltage of RF block output. This

power in the AFE's receive path. Faster sample

enables interfacing of the I/O voltage supplied RF

speeds mean higher bandwidth and even more

block to the core voltage supplied A/D. The input

power consumption. Since low power consumption

buffer also simplifies the design of the RF output

and long battery life are important for mobile

buffer because it drives the drain of the switches,

devices, it's important to select an A/D with the

which offers varying capacitive load. The RF output

lowest

buffer drives a DC load only.

power

consumption

for

the

given

specifications.

Often, in a high speed SAR A/D, the input buffer
consumes as much power as the A/D's core. That's
why it's important to compare 'complete' A/Ds and

Why SAR is ideal?
A SAR A/D consists of SAR logic, a comparator
and a D/A converter, with a binary search algorithm

not just the core. The ideal situation is to optimize

at its foundation. In a traditional SAR A/D, the input

the A/D core and input buffer by budgeting the

is fed to a sample/hold circuit, which samples the

power between the two. With this approach, you can

input voltage and makes sure inputs to the

achieve low power and high speed performance.

comparator remain constant during the comparison
phase, even if there are changes to the input voltage.
A sample and hold amplifier (SHA) is usually
implemented

through

a

capacitor

D/A.

While it used to be considered optional, an input
buffer has now become a regular A/D component.
This eliminates kick-back from the AFE block to the
RF section by ensuring high impedance to the RF
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Speech recognition technology enters next phase of development
We are spoiled by technology. We are so

Eventually, most machines we interact with

used to its rapid progress that we are surprised that it

– from cars to phones, TVs to watches – will feature

has taken more than half a century to solve a

such capabilities. So, if you are in your home and

'problem' is something we do ourselves almost as

say to your PC or phone that you need directions to

naturally as breathing: speech recognition (SR). But

somewhere, this request will be fed automatically

that is how long it has taken to crack this particular

via the cloud to your car. Individual devices are

nut and speech is finally becoming the kind of

already featuring assistants, such as Samsung's S

interface its developers claimed it would be.

Voice, and West sees the next few years as being

SR's success is down to one simple reason: it
now works. Previously, factors like lack of

principally about joining them all up. One of the
fundamental drawbacks to SR was simply its poor

accuracy, sensitivity to noise, over dependence on
training to a particular voice and similar problems
meant it worked in principle, but not in practice. It
frequently ended up being more annoying than
useful. The journey has taken decades. SR first
emerged in the 1950s – with examples including the
'Audrey' system developed by Bell Laboratories,
which recognized digits spoken by a single voice.
For example with sensors on mobile devices or cars,
giving data about things such as temperature,
location, fuel gauge, direction of travel. "If you are
in your car, a voice driven personal assistant

accuracy. This has been hugely improved – often

application might tell you fuel was running low,"

reaching the high nineties in percentage terms."In

West says. "You could ask it where the nearest fuel

terms of accuracy, we are collecting more and more

station was and it could know you have a preference

data because more people are using speech based

for a particular brand, that you are heading north on

services," West says. "I can't think of a smart phone

a specific road and work out the closest station for

that doesn't have a voice activated app.

you. Or perhaps it could warn you that it is too far to
reach with the fuel remaining. When you tell the
system your decision, it will ask if you require
Directions and provide them by interfacing with the
car's GPS facility."

In 2009, Nuance(a company) put its first app on the
iPhone. "Most of the people we are talking to about
SR for TVs are implementing the alternative
approach, putting a SR capability into a remote

noted that six-times-faster communication from the
moon was possible with laser instruments that were
just half the mass, half the weight and used 25 per
cent lesser power compared to radio equipment.

Today’s
Changing
Instrumentation World
Scientists,

academia

and

especially

Implementing this system in future spacecrafts

engineering professionals seem to be driving virtual

would make it possible to explore Mercury, Mars

instrumentation.

and much more of outer space by relaying HD

instrumentation is accelerated project development

videos captured there, or even telepresence that

(which in turn drives better control and design) and

allows scientists to virtually be there! Close on the

cost-effective solutions. However, virtual versus

heels of this phenomenal success, NASA is

traditional instrumentation is a very subjective issue.

A

major

benefit

of

virtual

expected to launch the Laser Communications Relay
Demonstration(LCRD;
http://esc.gsfc.nasa.gov/267/LCRD.html) sometime
in 2017, which will test the success of this
communication system over a multi-year trial
period.
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While virtual instruments provide flexibility through
user-defined devices, traditional box instruments
have fixed, vendor-defined functionality but are
powerful. Virtual systems are modular and fast
whereas box instruments are traditionally easy to
use with all the knobs, buttons and screen displays
that are now also available with touch-screen
functionality.

Many instruments in one:
“Today, a typical workspace of a typical design/test
engineer

includes

an

oscilloscope,

a

digital

multimeter, a power supply and a function
generator. Each instrument includes its own separate

Wireless Communication: Shattering Barriers
Everybody

is

talking

about

wireless

widespread public networks, making it impossible

communications, these days. Even school-going

for messages to be quickly sent to the public or

kids are eagerly awaiting the arrival of 5G in their

other concerned organizations.

cities. As a result, the concerned organizations try
Realizing a similar need to connect

untiringly to find all possible means to connect such
terrains. With much difficulty some locations have
been connected to base stations, while some still
remain out of reach. Most success stories too have
been possible, not with common commercial
networks, but with cutting-edge technologies,

the underwater world to the Internet, a team from
the University at Buffalo, New York, has developed
and proposed a new

Internet protocol (IP)

compatible protocol stack for undersea modems.

Outer space internet:

radical disruptions and smart changes to existing
technologies.

When we see something new, we want to
say lots about it! That is human tendency. Imagine
how much an astronaut would want to communicate
about the totally unexplored frontiers he beholds.
Radio-based communications, of course, is possible
from outer space, but NASA felt that it was not
efficient enough to transmit heavy videos and data
loads from spacecraft’s, and so they set about
exploring

laser-based

optical

communications.

Around a year ago, NASA set about testing a high

Deep sea dialogues:

data-rate laser communication system aboard its
lunar spacecraft, the Lunar Atmosphere and Dust

Radio waves, so commonly used

Environment Explorer (LADEE). The tests were

on land, are severely crippled under water due to

phenomenally successful, opening the possibility of

limited range and instability. For some time now,

replacing radio systems with laser systems for faster

organisations such as the US National Oceanic and

satellite

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) have been

communications with human or robotic exploration

using

to

teams. During the tests, NASA observed that a laser

communicate with tsunami sensors and other such

beam sent from an Earth station to LADEE could

underwater paraphernalia. The problem with this,

relay data at the rate of 20Mbps. The downlink,

however, is that such a special non-standard sound-

from the spacecraft to the Earth station, could relay

based

data at the rate of 622Mbps. The concerned team

acoustic

network

waves

cannot

or

sound

directly

waves

connect

to

communications

and

deep

space

control

handset,

with

the

recognition

capability activated at the push of a button," West

ATCA remains the technology of
choice for telecoms applications

says. "This is already happening in the US on

The Advanced Telecommunications Computing

services like Comcast and Verizon.”There are two

Architecture, or ATCA, has been in the market for

major benefits. One obvious benefit is the control of

more than a decade. Ratified by industry group

the device, but a more significant benefit is

PICMG in December 2002, the standard was the

searching content that exists in the cloud, which is

largest development effort in the organization’s

difficult to do using a remote control via a keypad.

history, involving more than 100 companies.

Issuing spoken commands will be a far more natural

While ATCA was developed originally to meet the

and easy way to do that task.

next generation communications needs of telecoms

Eventually we may reach the ultimate goal
of SR, being able to 'chat' with machines in virtually

related applications, the standard has also been
adapted for ruggedized applications, mainly in the

the same way as we do with each other. A lifelike
robot with such a speech capability may be many
years away – but it is something on which Nuance is
currently working, along with Aldebaran Robotics.
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military and aerospace sectors, but also in physics
research.

Todd

Wynia,

vice

president,

communications products, with Artesyn Embedded
Products, explained why ATCA was developed. "It
was designed to incorporate the latest trends in high
speed interconnect technologies, next generation
processors and improved reliability, manageability
and

serviceability.

The initiative also looked to move the market from
one based on proprietary equipment to open
systems, in which the various elements of an ATCA
system could be sourced from a range of suppliers.
With its target market of communications in mind,

one of the foundations of ATCA is reliability,
availability and serviceability. Essentially, ATCA
systems were expected to be reliable, but if there
were problems they could be fixed quickly by
swapping out an element. Today, ATCA is firmly
entrenched in a number of comms applications.
But in today's more security oriented
world, another key application is deep packet
inspection (DPI). "This has been part of Artesyn's
portfolio for the last five or six years," Wynia
continued.

Designed

around

the

Xeon

E5-2600

processor, which can offer up to 10 cores, the board
supports 40 lanes of PCIe per processor. Each

All of this means business is good for

processor has four memory channels running at

companies supplying components to the ATCA

1600MHz and the board consumes less than 315W

market. "I see the market as being worth about

without

$500million a year," Wynia said, "and showing high

According to Kontron, the AT8070 is suited to cost

single digit growth per year. Artesyn's business is

constrained fixed broadband and wireless network

growing more quickly and I think we'll see an

applications which need to handle high levels of

increase in sales this year of more than 20%."

data.

a

rear

transition

Coping with 600W per slot requires a
chassis that can scale, Wynia continued. "We're
putting together configurations and putting them
through NEBS testing. This is a big advantage for
our customers. Because we've been certified by
Verizon to do NEBS testing, customers can get
product to market more quickly." Artesyn's latest
ATCA product is the Centellis 8000. The system is
18U high and designed for standard 19in rack
mounting. It features a 40Gbit Ethernet dual star
fabric interface and 14 blade slots. Two of these
slots are switching slots, which can accommodate
Artesyn's ATCA-F140 system management and
switching blade.
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module.

Drishti: For Airport Visibility Measurement
Visibility on the runway is extremely
important for safe landing and take-off of an
aircraft.

Hence

visual-range

accessors

are

mandatory for all airport runways. Till now the
transmissometers used in Indian airports were
imported. The requirement of a highly-accurate,
cost-effective, low-maintenance, indigenous, stateof-the-art system on par with more-expensive
imported

systems

prompted

development

of

the Drishti transmissometer at CSIR-NAL.

Indigenous,
Drishti

is

economical
the

only

and

rugged

indigenously-developed

transmissometer of its kind available today. It costs
just one-third the price of an imported system, yet
gives more precise readings than it.

Challenges
There were several technical constraints the team
had to overcome during the development of this
product. Since Drishti is a field equipment, it should
be capable of withstanding harsh environment
conditions like rain, fog, lightning and climatic
variations (extreme heat of about 55°C during
summer and snow in winter). As safety of aircraft
cannot be compromised, a real-time operating
system that works round the clock was necessary.
Also, the system should be rugged with high mean
time
between
failures.
The Drishti team was able to meet all these
challenges
successfully
using
virtual
instrumentation
concept.
With
a
highly
customizable application development software and
modular electronics hardware, a user-defined system
was developed. Increased reliability was achieved
by reducing the part count to minimum. Ecofriendly, miniaturized, high-precision optics were
used. The effects of weather and climate were offset
by housing the electronics, mechanical hardware
and the precision optics in environmentallycontrolled
enclosures.
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